Breeding habitat selection of Skylarks varies with crop heterogeneity, time and spatial scale, and reveals spatial and temporal crop complementation
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

While many studies have investigated the effects of landscape complexity or heterogeneity on farmland biodiversity, most focus on semi-natural habitats (e.g. hedgerows, forest strips). Few have analysed the consequences of local crop heterogeneity on species abundance. Here we quantify the effects of crop heterogeneity on the breeding habitat selection of the Skylark \textit{Alauda arvensis} at spatial scales ranging from micro-habitat to landscape, in a western France farmland. We address the question of finding the processes behind the crop heterogeneity effect, usually never studied whatever the taxa. We first studied how crop composition at continuous spatial scales from within the breeding territory of the Skylark \textit{Alauda arvensis} affected Skylark habitat selection within a breeding season (i.e. the effect of each crop compared to the others), and how this selection changed with time. Second, we examined how the diversity of crops within areas of radius from 20 to 2000 m affected habitat selection by Skylarks. Third, we investigated the processes behind the crop diversity, examining the detailed pattern of crop selection at the territory scale in presence of only two crops, to identify the synergistic effects of the simultaneous presence of two crops. Using an adequate spatial sampling of 200 m radius circular plots in which Skylark positions were mapped twice the year, we observed a strong selection for grasslands, an intermediate selection for cereals and spring-sown crops (changing with scale and time), and an avoidance of oilseed rape. Selection for grasslands increased with the season, while selection for spring-sown crops and oilseed rape was stable, while selection for cereals decreased but only at fine scale. Skylarks selected high crop diversity at the territory scale. Similarly, the synergistic effect of the presence of two crops was positive in most cases, and Skylarks preferred areas with two crops rather than only one, for some pairs of crops, indicative of landscape complementation (requirement for complementary resources located in different crop types). Our results suggest that smaller fields and crops well mixed in the landscape may benefit this farmland specialist, favouring the positive effects of the simultaneous presence of several crops. The study demonstrates the importance of considering simultaneously time and spatial scale dependencies, as well as the synergistic effects and the spatial arrangement of habitats in habitat selection studies, particularly in patchy dynamic environments such as farmlands.

1. Introduction

Farmland is the most widespread human land use, covering about 38% of earth and 45% of the European Union (FAO, 2013). It supports a wide range of biodiversity (review in Marshall et al., 2003; Tucker, 1997), including threatened species as well as functional species that provide ecosystem services (Power, 2010). However, rapid agricultural changes in the second half of the 20th century, associated with the replacement of natural and semi-natural habitats by crops and the intensification of the already used lands, are responsible for population declines of a range of species including plants, amphibians, reptiles, arthropods, mammals and birds (Krebs et al., 1999; Robinson and Sutherland, 2002; Stoate et al., 2001). Farmland specialist birds, even extremely common species such as the Skylark \textit{Alauda arvensis} and the Corn Bunting \textit{Miliaria calandra}, have therefore declined by more than 50% in the past 30 years (Donald et al., 2001b; Gregory et al., 2005; PECBMS, 2012; Vorisek et al., 2010).

In a review of biodiversity in farmlands, Benton et al. (2003) argued that habitat heterogeneity in farmlands is associated with higher biodiversity, and that the recent losses of farmland...
biodiversity are therefore due to a homogenization of farmlands at multiple spatial and temporal scales. Landscape heterogeneity is defined by two components, composition and configuration (Fahrig and Nuttall, 2005; Li and Reynolds, 1995): the former refers to the proportion of each cover type in a landscape, while the latter considers the spatial arrangement of these cover types and their neighbourhood relationships. In most previous studies, farmland landscape heterogeneity was measured by the quantity or diversity of semi-natural land uses only (e.g., Chiron et al., 2010 on birds), or with arable lands being considered as a single land use (e.g., Pickett and Siriwardena, 2011 on birds), or by the quantity of arable land or grasslands in the landscape used as a proxy of habitat-type diversity (Purtauf et al., 2005 on carabids; Roschewitz et al., 2005 on weeds; Rundlöf and Smith, 2006 on butterflies; Smith et al., 2010 on birds). However, due to both the rotation of crops, usually on an annual basis, as well as the variability in growth rates among crop types, crop heterogeneity in farmlands varies on a temporal scale as well as on a spatial scale, and therefore crop spatial organization and heterogeneity, in addition to semi-natural habitats, contribute to farmland landscape heterogeneity. Effect of crop heterogeneity on wildlife populations has received relatively little attention, and the few studies that investigated crop heterogeneity did not attempt to identify the processes responsible for its effects, limiting the heterogeneity to an index of crop diversity (e.g., Siriwardena et al., 2012 on birds).

Habitat selection is a hierarchical process that takes place from broader to finer spatial and temporal scales, by which individuals select the habitats they will use at those scales (Hutto, 1985; Johnson, 1980; Jones, 2001). In particular, when species require more than one resource to complete their life cycle, their abundance is predicted to be higher when those resources are both present (Dunning et al., 1992). This process is often referred to as “landscape complementation” and may have different origins. (i) Species may need these different resources spatially segregated at different periods of their life cycle (e.g. amphibians breed in ponds and winter in forests (Pope et al., 2000)). (ii) The quality of a habitat may change with time, so that several habitats are necessary to satisfy a given need for the species during the whole season (e.g. winter cereals are optimal for the nesting of Skylarks only early in the breeding season (Donald, 2004; Eggers et al., 2011)). (iii) Different resources found in different habitats may be necessary to fulfill the whole essential functions at a given time (e.g. birds need both a nesting site and a foraging area that are not necessarily in the same habitat (Barbaro et al., 2008; Ens et al., 1992)).

The Skylark, our model species, is a small passerine bird considered as a farmland specialist species, though it can be qualified as generalist within farmland landscapes with regard to the various crops used. These crops have different qualities and functions for the Skylark (Donald, 2004), since it prefers nesting and foraging in different crops during the breeding season (Eraud and Boutin, 2002; Wilson et al., 1997). Hence Skylarks are very likely to be positively affected by crop diversity, as suggested previously (Schläpfer, 1988). During the breeding season, the Skylark feeds mainly with invertebrates captured on the ground, while during winter the Skylark is mainly vegetarian (Donald, 2004). It lays several clutches per year (average 2.7: Delius, 1965), and therefore the breeding season is rather extended. We select Skylarks for study because (i) they are the most abundant passerine bird across European farmlands; (ii) they are strongly affected by land use decisions since they nest and forage directly in fields; (iii) their population has declined in Europe over the last 30 years (about 50%, PECBMS, 2012) consequently to agricultural changes, notably due to the replacement of spring-sown by autumn-sown cereals which offer a less favourable vegetation structure for breeding, and the disappearance of cereal stubbles, an important wintering habitat for the Skylark (Donald, 2004; PECBMS, 2012); and (iv) the species ecology (including habitat selection) has been well studied (see Donald, 2004 for a review).

In this study, we address the issue of the selection of a territory by Skylarks in a mosaic of crops during a breeding season, inspecting the individual effect of each crop and their synergies which are behind the heterogeneity effect. Our study is actually the first study attempting to both identify the effect of crop heterogeneity and the processes behind it, examining precisely the effect of each component of heterogeneity. Since Skylarks can move the limits of their territory between their two (or more) successive breeding attempts (Eggers et al., 2011; Schläpfer, 1988), we inspect scales above territory, and considered scales from micro-habitat (within territory) to the landscape, thus ranging from 20 m to 2000 m radius. Skylarks do not select crops randomly, i.e. according to their availability (see Boatman et al., 2010; Donald, 2004; Eraud and Boutin, 2002; Wilson et al., 1997 for previous study on crop preference). However, temporal changes in crop preferences in relation to spatial scale, or synergetic effects of crops behind a diversity effect have not been investigated so far in landscape ecology studies (but see Bissonnette and Storch, 2007). In addition, although landscape complementation has been studied theoretically and empirically in relating population density to landscape composition using general linear modelling (e.g., Andreu et al., 1997; Brotons et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2010), here, we develop a finer method of analysis. In particular, our statistical unit is not a landscape, but the individual bird, a more adapted scale to detect significant synergetic patterns between crops. By using a same metric throughout all scales (Manly’s standardized selection ratio) and bootstrap values to build a null model, we simultaneously investigate the following hypotheses: crop selection by Skylarks (i) varies with spatial scale, from territory to landscape scales and (ii) changes through the breeding season, due to variations in vegetation growth rates and harvesting dates among crops. We further study the hypothesis that, to fulfil these habitat requirements at multiple spatio-temporal scales, (iii) Skylarks will prefer areas of higher crop diversity since a mosaic of crop types can fulfil different functions (foraging, nesting) through the breeding season. The preference for crop diversity should be the strongest when the crops can fulfil different functions at a given time or the same function at different times. Therefore, we finally investigate the hypothesis that (iv) in a landscape composed of only two crops, Skylarks will not select an area in direct proportion to its composition: areas where both crops are present simultaneously will be over-selected (positive synergetic effect), though depending on the identity of the pair of crops.

2. Methods

2.1. Study area and selection of plot location

The study area, “Zone Atelier Plaine & Val de Sèvre” (46° 14' N, 0° 24' W) in Poitou-Charentes, western France (Fig. 1), is a 430 km² farmland intensively cultivated, mainly with wheat and winter barley, but also sunflower, maize, oilseed rape, alfalfa and grasslands. Hedgerows and small forest fragments are still present but irregularly distributed. We selected a sample of 239 circular plots with a 200 m radius (Fig. 1). We favoured plots with no hedgerow or forest inside, since hedgerows are avoided by Skylarks and there is no Skylark in forest (Donald, 2004). We avoided the proximity of highly frequented roads, since it would have disturbed observations and added noise in our data. Plots were centred along tracks and small roads that separate fields to facilitate surveys. Our main purpose was to study crop effect on habitat selection; hence we chose plots in April on the basis of their current land use. Since
we could not study all crop types individually, that would have resulted in too many pairs of crops and not enough data for the most infrequent crops, we regrouped them in four crop categories, based on their abundance in the study area and their vegetation structure since this impacts crop’s functional role for Skylarks: (i) cereals (wheat and barley, which represent 44% of available crops, and 46% of the plot area), (ii) bare ground not yet sown or recently sown spring crops (29% of available crops, 24% of the plot area; mainly sunflower in the sample), (iii) oilseed rape (9% of available crops, 16% of the plot area) and (iv) artificial and temporary grasslands (18% of available crops, 14% of the plot area; mainly alfalfa was sampled). Plots were spatially chosen in order to show all possible combinations with 1, 2, 3 or 4 of the crop types. We aimed at obtaining similar sample sizes, but because of a lack of availability, the most infrequent crops were less present in the sample (e.g. alfalfa).

2.2. Bird surveys

Surveys were conducted in the spring of 2011, during two separate sessions included in the breeding season (Donald, 2004): 25th April to 14th May, and 28th May to 30th June. Surveys consisted in using a point-count method of 5 min (see Bonthoux and Balent, 2012 for a validation of this duration on the Skylark), points being located at the centres of the designated 239 plots (Fig. 1). Every singing Skylark detected within a 200 m range was counted and its position recorded each minute (i.e., individual birds were separated during the survey). The final position analyzed below is thus the average position (i.e. centroid) of each singing bird during the 5 min. The same plots were surveyed during both sessions. Surveys were conducted only during good weather conditions (no rain and no strong wind), since bird activity is reduced by bad weather conditions (pers. obs.). We assumed that the detection effort was constant during the observation period, as all detections were made aurally and with the help of 10 × 42 binoculars by the same observer to limit observer bias. Skylarks were all detected singing during their flight display, and there were no visual and sound obstacle to detection (no hedgerows or other vertical elements in the 200 m radius plots). Thus we assumed that all birds singing were detected with the same probability of detection, that the probability of detection did not change with the crops, that bird positions were correctly located on maps, and that the successive positions (five positions) were representative of the central area of the territory comprising the nest (Donald, 2004).

2.3. Habitat data

Crop data came from the annual land use survey of the study area: each field was visited twice during the year 2011 (April and June), and its land use was visually identified in the field and stored in a GIS. We used only four crop categories (cereals, spring-sown crops, oilseed rape and artificial grasslands) plus two non-crop categories (forest and village).

In addition to the points corresponding to the Skylarks’ positions, we generated 10,000 randomly positioned points in the 239 plots (compromise between precision and calculation duration). They were not generated in the whole study area since they were used to compare the observed positions of the Skylarks with random positions in the plots. Then, we computed the proportion of each of the four crop types (corrected by the total crop area) in circular buffers around the Skylarks positions and the 10,000 random points. This was calculated for 25 buffers with radii ranging from 20 m to 2000 m around each point (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500 and 2000 m). When a buffer’s surface lay outside the study area, i.e. where land use was not known, proportions of crops were computed using only data available within the study area, assuming that it was representative of the whole buffer. This however occurred rarely and so was expected to not affect the results (less than 6% of land use area was unknown for the 2000 m buffers, and this proportion decreased with buffer size decreasing up to less than 1% for buffers smaller than 600 m).

2.4. Quantifying crop selection

2.4.1. Index of crop selection

For each crop $c_i$ and each buffer of radius $b$, the selection ratio $o_{b,c_i}$ ("used" to "available" ratio) was defined as the ratio of $u_{b,c_i}$, the proportion of crop $c_i$ in the buffer $b$, averaged around all the observed Skylarks ("used"), to $a_{b,c_i}$, the proportion of crop $c_i$ in the buffer $b$ averaged around all the random points of the total surveyed area ("available"), i.e. the 239 plots. We quantified crop selection by birds using Manly’s standardized selection ratio $\alpha$ (Manly et al., 2002), defined as $\alpha_{b,c_i} = a_{b,c_i} / \sum_i a_{b,c_i} = (u_{b,c_i} / a_{b,c_i}) / \sum_i (u_{b,c_i} / a_{b,c_i})$, which can be interpreted as the probability that crop $c_i$ is selected when all crops are equally available. With such standardization, the index is not influenced by the probability of detection of Skylarks at least if detectability is independent of crops.
We computed four different versions of this index: during the first session (from the end of April to May), during the second session [June], during the whole breeding season (cumulating both sessions), and for each day for which data were available, i.e. when counts were performed (N = 40 days). For the latter, the "available" random set used was only composed of the plots sampled that particular day. The values computed for each day were then used in a linear regression to test the effect of time on α. A positive slope would indicate that this crop is selected for more strongly compared to others as the breeding season progresses. We computed the value of the slope for each buffer radius and each crop.

We used 10,000 resamplings of Skylarks and random points to estimate bootstrapped confidence intervals of α for the whole breeding season, each session and each day; and bootstrapped values of selection ratios versus time slope (for each crop and each buffer radius). We used the same bootstrapped estimations to compare the values of α by pairs (calculating the two by two differences between values of α and comparing them to zero). P-values of these comparisons were computed for a two-sided test (null hypothesis: the two selection ratios are equal). Significances at the 5% level were adjusted using the Holm’s sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (Holm, 1979).

2.4.2. Crop diversity selection

We computed Shannon crop diversity index around all Skylarks and random points, using the proportion of the four crops (cereals, spring-sown crops, oilseed rape and artificial grasslands). We then calculated the selection ratio for this index as the average Shannon index around Skylark locations to the average Shannon index around random points. This ratio was calculated for each buffer radius and each session. 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals were obtained using the method explained above.

2.4.3. Quantification of the synergetic effects of crops for pairs of crops

We next quantified the two by two interactive effects for each of the six possible pairs of crops to understand the causes of the crop heterogeneity effect. For each pair of crop (c1, c2) and buffer radius b, we selected from among the 10,000 random points mentioned above, those points that had more than 90% of cumulated proportion of c1 and c2 within a buffer b around them. We then sorted the points in two sets: the first set composed of points less than 75 m from a Skylark and the second composed of points more than 75 m from a Skylark (Fig. 2a). This was done for the first session, the second session, and both cumulated. We chose a threshold distance of 75 m since it is the order of magnitude of a Skylark territory radius (Donald, 2004; Eraud and Boutin, 2002). For each pair of crops (c1, c2), and each buffer radius (b), we then computed the probability of a random point to be less than 75 m from a Skylark, Pb(c1, c2) = 1 + X + X² + IDpot, where X = f(b, c1) / (f(b, c1) + f(b, c2)) and f(b, c) is the proportion of crop c in the buffer b, using spatial mixed effects logistic regressions with a quadratic term to detect non-linear relationships. X and X² are fixed effects. We added the identity of the plot IDpot as a random effect, and an exponential spatial correlation structure, to take into account the spatial structure of our data. We interpreted this probability as the probability of presence of a Skylark.

We plotted the estimated probabilities and their bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for 100 m (this probability was also computed for buffer radii between 20 m and 200 m and we visually inspected that results were consistent with the 100 m results), and the estimates of the coefficient of the quadratic term of the logistic regressions for buffer radii between 20 m and 200 m. Then, according to the pattern of the curve and the sign of the estimated quadratic coefficient, several interpretations were possible. If the curve is linear or quasi-linear (i.e, quadratic coefficient non significantly different from 0), there is no synergistic effect of crop c1 and c2 and the probability of presence of a Skylark is only proportional to the composition of the studied buffer (Fig. 2b, curve B). It is the reference case. If the curve is concave (i.e. significantly negative quadratic coefficient), there is a positive effect of the synergy between crops and the probability of presence of a Skylark will be higher when both crops are present contiguously (Fig. 2b, curves A1 and A2) than in the reference case B. It can also be interpreted at broader scale: a positive effect of synergy means that, for a given composition of those two crops in a landscape, a configuration in which those crops are well mixed is better for Skylarks, as local conditions where both crops are simultaneously present occur more frequently. In the situation A1 (Fig. 2b), even a small quantity of the highest quality habitat is enough to ensure a high probability of presence. The situation A2 (Fig. 2b) is similar to A1 but when both habitats are present, the probability of presence is even higher than when the highest quality habitat is present alone, due to a positive edge effect or a complementation between both.
habitats. If the curve is convex (i.e. significantly positive quadratic coefficient), there is a negative effect of the synergy between crops and the probability of presence of a Skylark will be lower when both crops are present contiguously (Fig. 2b, curves $C_1$ and $C_2$) than in the reference case B. At broader scale, a configuration in which those two crops are more segregated is more appropriate for the species. In the situation $C_2$ (Fig. 2b), a high proportion of the highest quality habitat is needed to ensure a high probability of presence. The situation $C_2$ (Fig. 2b) is similar to $C_1$ but when both habitats are present, the probability of presence is even smaller than when the lowest quality habitat is present alone, due to a negative edge effect.

2.4.4. Softwares

All map manipulations and SIG calculations were carried out using ArcGIS 9.3 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA, 2008). All other calculations were carried out using R 2.12.0 (R Development Core Team, 2010). Spatial generalized linear mixed models were adjusted using the function glmmPQL of the MASS package in R (Venables and Ripley, 2002).

3. Results

In total, we detected and positioned 1280 Skylarks (741 during the first session in May and 539 during the second session in June). The number of Skylarks detected declined continuously over the breeding season, with an average decrease of 0.85 Skylark per plot between the two sessions (standard error = 0.097, $N$= 239, average interval between the two sessions = 41.2 days, range = 30–53), though we cannot know whether this decrease represents a decrease in the number of territorial birds, or a decrease in singing activity.

3.1. Comparison of selection between crops

Skylarks did not select crops randomly, significantly up to about 1500 m (Fig. 3c and Table 1). Grasslands were always more selected than any other crops, over 500 m in distance (Fig. 3c, Table 1). This latter value varied however during the breeding season, being 150 m early in breeding season (Fig. 3a, Table 1), and up to 600 m later (Fig. 3b, Table 1). Oilseed rape was the least selected crop, up to about 400 m, significantly avoided over larger buffers in June than in May (Fig. 3a, 3b, Table 1). Cereals and spring-sown crops presented intermediate situations, significantly more selected than oilseed rape over up to about 300–600 m (depending on the session) and less selected than grasslands, over a broader scale in June than in May.

However, the relative preference between cereals and spring-sown crops changed with scale as well as time (Fig. 3a–c, Table 1). During the breeding season, cereals were significantly more selected than spring-sown crops only at landscape scale between 300 m and 1500 m, but not at finer scales where both crops were equally selected (Fig. 3c, Table 1). In May, cereals were preferred to spring-sown crops at breeding territory and landscape scales, significantly over up to about 1000 m. However, later in the
season, it was the reverse at territory scale, spring–sown crops being significantly preferred over up to 120 m (Fig. 3a, Table 1). But cereals were still more selected at landscape scale, beyond 300 m (Fig. 3b), though this was not significant anymore (Table 1).

Crop selection also varied with date (compare Fig. 3a and b; see Fig. 4 for statistical testing). Grasslands were more and more selected as the breeding season progressed, though this was significant over only up to 120 m (Fig. 4, green curve). Conversely, selection for cereals declined over the breeding season, significantly so over up to 300 m (Fig. 4, black curve). The trends in oilseed rape and spring–sown crops were not significant.

Finally, Skylarks selected preferentially areas of high crop diversity, more significantly so in June (over up to 200 m) than in May (Fig. 3d). Higher crop diversity was selected only at territory scale.

3.2. Selection for pairs of crops and synergetic effects

Interactions between crops were generally non-linear (Figs 5 and 6): curves looked generally concave, sometimes linear (concavity non significant) and only one curve was convex (Fig. 5). Estimated quadratic coefficients were either significantly negative (revealing a positive interaction, thus a concave relationship between the probability of presence and the crop composition) or not significantly different from zero (Fig. 6). These patterns were apparently unaffected by spatial scale over distances of 20 m–200 m (Fig. 6). The concave relationships were of type A1 or A2 (Fig. 2b).

The following relationships were concave in May and June: cereals – spring–sown crops (Fig. 5a and b, black curve), and cereals – oilseed rape (Fig. 5a and b, red curve). The cereals – grasslands relationship (Fig. 5a and b, blue curve) was concave in June, but linear in May. All other relationships (spring–sown crops – oilseed rape, spring–sown crops – grasslands, oilseed rape – grasslands) were not significantly different from linear (Fig. 6a–c, green, purple and grey curves). Cereals – spring–sown crops in May and June and on average during the whole breeding season (Fig. 5a–c, black curve) represented a concave interaction of type A2 (Fig. 2d), hence suggested complementation. Spring–sown crops – oilseed rape in May (Fig. 5a, green curve) was the only convex interaction (type C, Fig. 2d), though it was not a strong convex relationship, and the interaction was seldom significant (Fig. 6a, green curve), and rather positive at all studied scales in June (Figs 5b and 6b, green curve).

4. Discussion

4.1. Crop selection by Skylarks

As predicted, Skylarks did not select crops randomly, and their preferences changed with time as well as spatial scale. Artificial grasslands, which mainly consisted of alfalfa (73%) in our plots, were always the most preferred crops, while oilseed rape was mostly avoided, cereals and spring–sown crops occupying an intermediate position. Although grasslands were the most selected crop, cereals nevertheless supported more Skylarks than grasslands in our study area simply because they covered more area (44.4% vs. 17.6%), and grasslands outside our sampled plots were often associated with hedgerows (hence avoided by the Skylarks). Our results are fully consistent with the findings of previous studies that rank crops according to Skylark density (Boatman et al., 2010; Donald, 2004; Eraud and Boutin, 2002; Wilson et al., 1997): the highest nest or territory densities were observed in alfalfa, set-asides or grasslands, and then, lower down the scale, in cereals and spring–sown crops and, at least, in oilseed rape, probably in relation to the structure of the crop vegetation.

Perhaps because our study area may not be enough contrasted, we could not detect habitat selection by Skylarks at distances greater than 1500 m. This may not, however, mean that land use at this scale had no more effect on Skylarks.

Cereals were preferred to spring–sown crops at the beginning of the season, but at the end of the season, cereals remained more selected at landscape scale (~300 m–1000 m) while spring–sown crops became more selected than cereals at local scale (i.e., the Skylark territory scale, ~20 m–100 m). This seasonal trend in selection is probably related to the fact that Skylarks prefer cereals of about 60 cm height (Donald et al., 2001a; Eggers et al., 2011), which are not anymore available late in season (see Gillis et al., 2012 for values of wheat height in this study site). Hence at local scale, Skylarks shift to spring–sown crops offering a more suitable vegetation structure. The absence of detectable shift at greater
Fig. 5. Detailed pattern of crop selection for all pairs of crops. Probability that a random point, surrounded by two crops, is less than 75 m from a Skylark in (a) May, (b) June and (c) both. Curves are presented for crop composition computed in a buffer radius of 100 m. The continuous lines are predictions of a logistic regression (discontinuous lines are the 95% confidence intervals). Each colour refers to a combination of two crops. Black: cereals – spring-sown crops; red: cereals – oilseed rape; blue: cereals – grasslands; green: spring-sown crops – oilseed rape; purple: spring-sown crops – grasslands; grey: oilseed rape – grasslands. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Quadratic coefficients estimated by the logistic regression (continuous lines) with their 95% confidence interval (discontinuous lines), for each of the 6 pairs of crops, using May data (a), using June data (b), using both May and June data (c) for different scales from 20 m to 200 m. A negative coefficient indicates that the predicted curve is on the whole concave. Each colour refers to a combination of two crops. Black: cereals – spring-sown crops; red: cereals – oilseed rape; blue: cereals – grasslands; green: spring-sown crops – oilseed rape; purple: spring-sown crops – grasslands; grey: oilseed rape – grasslands. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
scale may be explained by the initial selection for cereals early in the season, and it suggests that Skylark breeding pairs tend to avoid large scale movements between consecutive breeding attempts. A shift of crop selection has already been demonstrated for Skylarks, essentially from winter cereals to spring-sown cereals (Eggers et al., 2011; Hiron et al., 2012), but none of the latter studies suggested that the shift could be scale-depant. Our results therefore highlight that in species showing strong habitat preferences, these preferences may vary over time and spatial scale. Only a few other studies showed time-dependent selection (Boyce et al., 2003 for the Elk Cervus canadensis, Gilroy et al., 2010 for the yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava and Reid et al., 2010 for the Irish Hares Lepus timidus hibernicus) and scale-dependent selection (Orians and Wittenberger, 1991 for the yellow-headed Blackbird Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus, Boyce et al., 2003 for the Elk, Mayor et al., 2007 for the woodland Caribou Rangifer tarandus caribou). We hypothesize that time or scale dependent selections are actually a rather common pattern, given that the environment is temporally dynamic and many species use environmental resources at a limited spatial range (e.g. home range) therefore the size may change depending on the environmental context. Therefore a context dependent approach that considers all seasons and different spatial scales may be necessary to well understand habitat selection.

4.2. Synergetic effects of crops and landscape complementation

As predicted, Skylarks selected areas with higher crop diversity, but only at territory scale. This effect was stronger in June than in May. Synergetic effects of crops were generally positive, sometimes not significant, and negative for only one pair of crops in May. Skylarks prefer having two crops in their territory rather than only one. Other studies have already suggested that Skylarks prefer to encompass several crops in their territories and to nest close to field boundaries (Eraud and Boutin, 2002; Schläpfer, 1988). Schläpfer (1988) found that smaller territories tend to have higher crop richness, though Hiron et al. (2012) did not find higher Skylark density in presence of adjacent fields with contrasting vegetation height. For the first time to our knowledge however, our study is able to propose a mechanism by which crop diversity affects Skylark habitat selection. The simultaneous presence of cereals and spring-sown crops acts positively on the diversity effect, conversely to spring-sown crops and oilseed rape that act negatively on the diversity effect (mainly in May). This result highlights the need to understand individual roles of each component of the diversity. In this latter case, the presence of an avoided habitat decreased the positive effect of habitat diversity. Therefore, quantifying the synergies when different habitats are simultaneously present seems particularly relevant: in our case, we found that synergies can be positive, negative or neutral, even though a global positive effect of diversity was detected.

All positive synergies (type A1 or A2, Fig. 2b) mean that the highest quality crop of the pair improves significantly the attractivity of an area even if it represents only a small proportion. For instance, if a crop can offer nesting sites, only a small quantity of this crop is necessary to fulfill the function. One of the strongest positive interactions observed (type A2, Fig. 2b) was between cereals and spring-sown crops. We suggest that these two crops are complementary: in May cereals are optimal for nesting (Eggers et al., 2011) and spring-sown crops allow higher food accessibility (large proportion of ploughed field), even though food abundance may not be as high as in cereals (Odderskaer et al., 1997). During the breeding season Skylark diet consists mainly in invertebrates. This is a case of spatial complementation, between nesting habitat and foraging habitat, as has been shown for other insectivorous farmland birds (Schaub et al., 2010; Barbaro et al., 2008). In addition, we hypothesize that cereals and spring-sown crops represent a case of temporal complementation: in late spring, cereals are no longer suitable for nesting since vegetation has become too high and too dense, whereas spring-sown crops have grown and are suitable for nesting. Non-significant interactions (i.e. linear relations) concerned mainly pairs of crops very similar in quality, i.e. each crop does not add a significantly supplementary resource to the other. All these positive interactions between pairs of crops may suggest that at broader scales farmlands where different crops are well mixed (over-dispersed) could have higher Skylark abundance than more homogenous landscapes. This situation is more likely to occur when fields are small. Hence even if configuration metrics were not explicitly included in our analyses, our results highlight the importance of crop configuration (field spatial arrangement) for Skylarks. Nevertheless, this has to be confirmed by studies at broader scales, or studies relating fitness to crop composition, to ensure that fitness is actually higher in the most selected configurations. The common assumption that observed density well reflects habitat quality may be misleading, e.g. in the case of ecological traps (see Vanborne, 1983). Hence, only direct measurements of fitness (productivity and survival) can really quantify habitat quality.

4.3. Multi-scale habitat selection analysis in heterogeneous landscapes

Most habitat selection studies consider only one scale of analysis (typically the scale of individual territories in bird studies). However, the scale at which the studied species actually select their habitat is usually unknown, it may be context-dependent (e.g. the size of a territory may change in space and time), and it is well-recognized that habitat selection occurs at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Johnson, 1980). Hence, though commonly found in the literature, using an arbitrary scale may lead to erroneous conclusions if the chosen scale of analysis is not relevant. For instance, Orians and Wittenberger (1991) found that selection for a high density of food resource occurred only at the marsh scale but not at territory scale in yellow-headed Blackbirds, due to the unpredictability of food abundance at the territory scale at the time of territory selection. In addition, studies considering several spatial scales are generally limited to few discrete scales (Boyce et al., 2003; Orians and Wittenberger, 1991, but see Mayor et al., 2007). Here we have addressed habitat selection across a continuum of scales from territory to landscape (the whole extent of scales that our data allowed), and we found that selection, i.e. the preference between two crops, changed with scale. This result was explained by a shift in habitat selection due to a shift in crop quality, and seems like an unbalance habitat selection imposed by an initial choice more than a selection with positive effect on fitness. Habitat selection occurs only in presence of heterogeneity (there can be no habitat selection in a completely uniform environment). Farmlands are very heterogeneous as a consequence of fields’ spatial arrangement. However, it is because the heterogeneity is multi-scale that we observed this multi-scale habitat selection in our study. Indeed, a better mixing of cereals fields and spring-sown crops in the landscape (e.g. with smaller fields) would have make the initial selection by Skylarks at the territory scale consistent with their needs during the whole season. This result highlights that a study based only on landscape scale without considering crop synergetic interactions would have underestimated the positive effect of spring-sown crops. To conclude, our study demonstrates the importance of considering a continuum of scales, time-dependency, synergetic interactions and spatial arrangement of habitats in habitat selection studies and conservation planning.
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